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Abstract
Design and research in landscape design have yet to be balanced into a
fine triad of theory, method and practice. Many practitioners worry that
such academic seriousness may weaken the imaginative aspects of landscape design. Their trouble reveals a typical weakness in contemporary
landscape architecture that somehow limits the understanding of design
to an intersubjective acceptance of artistic patterns that celebrate a characteristic visual eloquence. In such cases, landscape design is limited to a
symbolic representation of a wished-for world. This is, however, not helpful when dealing with the more fundamental necessities of landscape performance. When food production is not a mere urban fashion to redeem
footloose consumerism and waste treatment is not only worn like a sustainable fig-leaf, landscape processes are needed to provide for human increase. Design research is facing real and annoying uncertainties because
science is not as advanced as we had hoped. We know only a little about
dynamic landscape processes and all the inherent chemical interactions.
We take only very little advantage of surging winds, erosion regularities
or wild animal behaviour. Instead we have adapted our design principles to essentially static and closed systems that provide a maximum of
growth circumstances to enjoy colours, odours and proportional regularities. The challenge to design new living landscapes with interconnective
features is the challenge for a new generation of landscape architects. We
will discuss the general principles of designs we call ‘landscape machines’
and exemplify them with two projects developed by Master students at
Wageningen University in the Netherlands. They reveal that design research cannot be limited to literature or reference study but is in need of
experiential learning and 1:1 testing. Such landscape laboratories are an
enhancement of the design studio as introduced by Donald Schön. Its underlying artistic principles are agrarian rather than architectural and its
aesthetic foundation is more sublime than beautiful. Is the current condition of landscape architectural education ready for such a challenge?
Productive nature / contemporary landscape architecture /
the sublime / design education / design research
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Introduction
This article is the sequel to Rural Landscape Anatomy (Roncken 2006) in
which the relationship between design and agriculture was discussed as
part of the discipline of landscape architecture. The previous article introduced some landscape designs that focused on realistic involvements by
the owners, the managers and the investors to create new rural landscapes.
The main message was that a living landscape could not be the projection
of an urban desire to compensate for all the experiences that a city cannot
provide, because such a projection also implies the bandwidth of aims and
concepts that are defined within the urban realm. The discussion of alternative types of landscape design was present in the previous article and
will be revisited in this article.
A wake-up call for productive landscapes
Have you ever browsed the Internet searching for images of landscapes?
And did you ponder on the collection of bright blue skies, sunny grasslands, magnificent trees, splashing waterfalls, mirror lakes, beautiful and
almost toy-like animals, windmills, barns, castles, solitary villas, stone
walls and wooden fences in well-managed gardens that your search terms
produced? Human-built structures are part of this random and probably
deeply collective image of landscapes, revealing fortunate and highly controlled circumstances and mostly solitary experiences within a perfected
decorum (Waitt 1997); the sublime is no different from the beautiful, and
every landscape in this selection resembles a painting.
But designers know that such landscapes are like the pandas, gorillas
and polar bears that are so effectively used as symbols by nature conservation organisations. A real problem with such symbolic images of landscape is the preoccupation with its projected appearance. French writer
Roland Barthes mentioned an important marker of contemporary mythologies: “What the public wants is the image of passion, not passion
itself.” (Barthes 1970) Barthes describes a public that is interested in its
own projected desires and all the disproportioned beautifications that are
needed to maintain the projection; the moment landscapes become deadly and temporarily chaotic this audience will complain to the store manager that the product does not live up to what was promised. The problem with a fixed landscape is the amount of Botox needed to maintain its
everlasting youth.

In many cases, landscape architects are nowadays called upon to express
the narrative and symbolic richness of landscapes. The landscape architect
could easily become the esteemed biology teacher / archaeologist, enthusiastic and adventurous about his field and revealing what remains hidden
to most of the general public. What exactly is the use of a design of landscapes? Is it to express what has happened or to express what will need to
happen? Are landscape architects mainly expressing what is already happening in terms of landscape evolution? What reasons could they have to
change the course of a landscape’s evolution? If we consider parts of the
landscape as living landscapes – besides the obvious museum pieces of
landscape we want to keep as cultural reference points – we could consider
readjusting their mechanics and inherent mutative abilities to facilitate a
larger production of fresh air, clean water, healthy soils and energy accumulation. For designers who are interested in productive landscapes such
as agricultural fields, brownfield sites, garbage dumps and water treatment plants, should be able to benefit directly from living mechanisms
instead of imitating them in high-maintenance copies.
An encouraging thought for such designers is to imagine how early
farmers must have been very doubtful and distrustful of the landscape
regulated by natural or divine processes working with or against their
wishes. From this, many routines and techniques have been developed
during ages of living between plenty and disaster: watching the sky form
clouds, watching the birds fly low, looking at the colour of leaves and
roots to test any intervention with nature’s periodicity (Stremke & Koh
2010). Many of these rituals have not only enriched agrarian production
but have established the culture of agriculture and thereby provided the
foundations of culture in general.
Unfortunately most of these interesting socio-biological rituals have
been depersonalised by the introduction of agrarian machines, industrial
fertilizers and large-scale greenhouses. Agriculture in the Western world
is at the moment hardly natural at all; it is a highly artificial method to
accelerate and fool natural processes. Why do we need to fool nature? Because we want it to perform as we wish, on a relatively small plot of land
that we can oversee and nurture. Originally we downsized nature to the
human scale, to the scale of our hands and our social gathering capacity in
tribes and families. Later, through the introduction of machines, synthetic fertilizers and advanced means of transportation, we increased the scale
of agriculture to our current global needs (Sieferle 2001). Now is probably
the time to readjust our agricultural techniques to expand into our cities, to coexist with nature reserves, to inspire new types of estates, to get
the most out of the extreme landscapes on this planet such as saline areas,
deserts and even oceans. We have to stop separating nature from agriculture and urban life (Waldheim 2010).
Agriculture provides a neglected place for designers to dare explore
new productive methods, rituals, mechanisms and fundamental attitudes
towards all types of coexistence within our environment (White & Przybyl-

ski 2010). The design curricula at many landscape architectural education
facilities, and many entries for design competitions, do not reveal a realistic concern with agriculture. Especially in the Netherlands, the dramatic
post-1950 changes of rapid urbanisation, resource extraction and increasing social benefits have resulted in an ever-increasing demand for leisure
and comfort. Farming gradually became the necessary nuisance associated with large-scale monofunctional arable fields, widespread animal diseases that endanger human health, excessive use of fertilizers that endanger water quality and biodiversity, massive extraction of precious ground
water and vast animal stalls dominating rural skylines. Even nature developers are reluctant to seek allegiance with farmers, preferring leisure
industry partners. Over the last two decades, probably the most dominant
force regulating landscape development has been the nature-leisure coalition (Sijmons, Hazendonk, Hendriks & Venema, 2008), a collaboration that
provides mankind with beautified and picturesque landscapes but nothing further.
An additional key issue concerning future agriculture is confronting
a series of issues on a global scale. While an increasing world population
raises the demand for food production, the scientific community (e.g., the
Stockholm Resilience Centre, Rockström, et. al. 2009) agrees that no more
land should be assigned to due to the need to give space to natural ecosystems. We are approaching a tipping point of climatic instability because
of the disruption of several important life processes described as planetary
boundaries.Scientists again seem to be embracing a kind of Gaia theory
that oceans, soil, biodiversity and chemical cycles are interdependent and
that each of them has its own specific safe zone in which they are resilient
but beyond which they will be irreversibly damaged (Meadows, Meadows
& Randers 1972). We need land to grow new rain forest, wetlands and other
large-scale landscape types that are part of the regulating system of life. It
is predicted that the percentage of land assigned to food production will
be reduced by 8-20 percent by 2050 due to land degradation, urban expansion and the use of agricultural land for the cultivation of non-food crops
such as biofuels. Within the same period, yields will be reduced by 5-25
percent due to climate change, soil erosion, increase of pathogens, weed
and insect infestations and water scarcity (McMullen & Hayden 2009).
Landscape architecture today is scarcely concerned with pressing agricultural issues – is that wisdom or neglect? The profession seems to derive
most of its content and motivation from leisure places that provide comfort and healthy environments for increasingly stressed people, including a more symbolic representation of landscapes than extending landscapes by their inherent mutative abilities. What happened to the bond
between management, harvest and aesthetic sensations that seeks to examine our feelings regarding the world surrounding us? Have we not, instead, deeply numbed our senses in order to follow the flock in the rush
of our everyday lives?
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A future sublime
Some landscape architects respond to the message of a degenerating planet,
although they have trouble assessing how fast it will become an irreversible process and what would be an effective intervention. Being a student in
the Netherlands could especially encourage the impression that they can
contribute to the search for solutions; landscape down here is mouldable
and highly fluid. In some recent student work, nature and leisure meet
agriculture on equal terms. Most of these projects stick to small-scale interventions related to urban agriculture and new types of allotment gardens on abandoned sites in the urban totality. Often these projects reveal
their authors’ romantic notions of food production on organic and biological principles – romantic because the notion of combining relatively
small patches of urban wasteland with large-scale agri-industrialisation
seems to make no sense. The inherent motivation of these students is not
to provide infrastructure for a substantial part of food production but to
re-establish a lost experience between consumers and down-to-earth food
production. The effectiveness lies more on the mental plane, aiming to activate awareness and consciousness of lost multisensory experiences.
Although we greatly sympathise with such empathic projects they do
not seem to correspond with the agricultural realities. They seem to expose a wishful urban perspective, to speak with the words of Chambers
(1993: 7). However, they do coincide with an equally sympathetic critique
of the visual and formal in landscape architecture discussing the overrated value that redirects attention to “thrift” (Dee 2010), the body and the
polysensual (Meyer 2008): an ambition to create the “immersive” and lead
to “recognition, empathy, love, respect and care for the environment,”, a
popular paradigm also acknowledged by Berleant (1992); Saito (2007); Dee
(2010); Gobster, Nassauer, Daniel and Fry (2007); Whiston-Spirn (1998); Kaplan (1979) and Bourassa (1987) to name but a few. Designed landscapes
should “provoke those who experience them to become more aware of
how their actions affect the environment, and to care enough to make
changes. […] The designed landscapes of the world take up a small amount
of the globe’s surface. Yet they are visited and inhabited by people who
have a great impact on the environment in everything they do – where
they live and how they commute, what they consume, and whom they
elect to public office. The influence of designed landscapes might be
much larger than their immediate influence on a local ecosystem or watershed, as worthwhile as designing a rain garden or a green roof that reduces storm water runoff may be”. (Meyer 2008: 21)
We have come to suspect that there is an essential flaw in the means by
which some (writing) landscape architects express their influence on society and their boldness to manipulate living systems. There seems to be an
immanent reflex within the culture of landscape architects to address big
issues such as human and global health through rather timid interventions. Small, simple, elegant, hardly noticeable - possibly even invisible,
but effective, intricate, detailed, humble and honourable; such paradigms
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seem existential. Of all the various designers, landscape architects are the
least boastful or ego driven. They always place a biocentric perspective
above an egocentric one, resulting in humbly designed landscapes that
commune well with the beautiful and the picturesque but somehow miss
the point of a raw authentic landscape mechanism that simply cannot be
restrained: the sublime.
Unleashed landscapes seem to be too daring for everyday realities but
are very suitable as backgrounds for first-person shooters in video games.
(Flaherty 2002) What a shame! Are we doing the right thing by increasingly
anthropomorphizing landscapes? Are not unmediated relationships part
of the merit of landscape design since it was first imagined? Frederick Law
Olmsted (1822-1903) was concerned with protecting natural resources and
educating the general public about natural scenery, with beneficial effects
upon the human mind. Olmsted was convinced that there is an intimate
relation between the mind, the nervous system and the whole physical
economy, a constant action and reaction between bodily and mental conditions (Olmsted 1995: 13). This defines a deeply responsive interaction between humans and their biotope, not a mere mindful awareness.
Our biotope is affecting us in a much more profound manner than our
cultural expressions can render. We might desire designed expressions,
but we are in greater need of a nurturing home that can provide for the
increasing population of this planet. If we are alienated by such ambitions, then we should reconsider the ‘otherness’ of landscapes, symbolised
by the sublimely authentic sources that will renew our survival instincts.
We must explore a contemporary sublime according to our uniquely modern experiences, not those of our romantic forefathers. Aesthetics are generally misunderstood as a set of special effects that must entertain people
and perhaps cure them of their bad habits. By this consumer friendly interpretation of aesthetics we block any demanding or negative form of experience and instinctive awareness, aspects that are needed to gain a farmer’s perspective.
By referring to the sublime we do not picture a type of beauty that expresses a divine or eternal timeframe of awareness. Experience of the sublime, as defined by its most extensive examinations (Arthur, Longinus, &
William 2010; Burke 1757, second edition 1759; Kant 1790 (1846); Weiskel 1976),
reveals an interpretation on aesthetics that we seek. The sublime is not
maximised drama in over-romantic depictions as is generally understood
but rather “the cultural project of ‘sublimation’, which offers possibilities for the continuation of a project of artistic and intellectual modernity”
(White, L. & Pajaczkowska, C. 2009). This ‘sublimation’ reveals our most inclusive learning process, affecting the senses, imagination and intellect. A
sublime sensation establishes a learning curve in which we are at first overwhelmed as it grips both our physical and mental attention. Next we spur
on our mind and imagination to find a clarification of this phenomenon;
we do not always succeed but will in any case be occupied until some fit-

ting explanation is found; and finally we look back at this whole event and that not only can produce food and accumulate energy but also produce
find ourselves proud of our mental capacity to deal with such grand and clean dredge, healthy soil and fresh water at the same time, resulting in
complex situations while at the same time feeling awe and respect for the unfamiliar types of ecological biotopes that will create the sprouts of new
source of the event (Weiskel 1976: 100). Of course this is the theory; in prac- origins of life.
The combination of the lemmata ‘landscape’ and ‘machines’ has been
tice we still need to study all the sidetracks that may be equally valuable.
It is the aspect of a more or less involuntary imaginative exploration discussed by previous authors, for instance by addressing a metaphorical
within a sublime process that especially distinguishes it from the expe- relation between buildings and their visual relation in landscape comporience of beauty. The inquiry through fantasy or imagination to gain in- sition, “like a big machine in the landscape”. (Curtis 1999) Some use the
stinctive awareness is essential to make all-inclusive sense of what is at term when discussing the relation between agricultural machines and the
first sight overwhelming to both our senses and intellect. As designers of creation of landscape patterns. (Gould 1974) New agricultural technologies
new living landscapes we need full access to this type of instinct through “fit in with trees and hedges, fields and woods” so that “the surface of the
fantasy and imagination, to enable us to deal with unresolved complex- ground presents more varied colours even than before, and the sunlight
ity. We simply cannot predict nor guarantee what form or shape is need- produces rich effects”. (Ebbatson 2009) Not always do machines offer more
ed to perform or benefit a service we intend to design. In other words, we variety and colour in the landscape. Some consider the “limitless dominacannot guarantee any architecture, but instead should engage with ag- tion” (Ibid.: 35) of a globalising technology a threat. The steam threshing
riculture. A sublime design process can become an experiential research machine in the English countryside could just as easily provide a negative
method to find the balance between processes that nurture a living sys- reading of the landscape, “that of the technologically enhanced (and phetem and benefit our harvest. Together with the ambition to envision such nomenologically impoverished) scientific gaze, incorporating a claim to
landscapes, we need to improve the educational aspects of experiential knowledge, which, although in part delusory, nonetheless facilitates the
learning. The sublime in this respect is an experiential learning theory instrumentalisation and exploitation of the natural world”. (Ibid.: 52)
Only very few authors reflect on an essential relationship between a
and not just another stylistic or artistic form principle. So far, the understanding of aesthetics within landscape architecture has been too re- machine and a landscape, on the actual function of a machine in direct restricted to architectural compositions. The future sublime brings an ac- lation to landscape processes. “For Olmsted, parks performed in two ways:
tive theory on experiential learning that can enhance design research of they were environmental cleaning machines, open spaces of healthy sunlight, well-drained soils, and shady groves of trees reducing temperatures,
living landscapes.
absorbing carbon dioxide and releasing oxygen”. (Meyer 2008) This reading
is closely related to the landscape machines that we will introduce. DeLandscape machines
When considering productive landscapes, we deal with serious issues that signers such as John Jodd, James Corner or Ton Matton experiment with
could affect mankind and life on this planet very rapidly. The first im- complex systems that provide self-sustaining cycles including plants,
agination of what a landscape architect does by some who are not famil- water treatment and heat transmission. Some call these designs ‘eco-maiar with this profession is a tingling excitement that these people actual- chines’, ‘living machines’ or ‘autarkic’.
Leo Marx tells us about the rapid and overwhelming introduction of
ly design mountain ranges, roaring waterfalls and endless horizons. Let
us stick to this naïve premise for a while. It is time to “roll up our sleeves machines in the pastoral landscape in The Machine in the Garden (2000). He
and get to work on the staggering environmental problems of the world”. reveals how in literature we have grown accustomed to doubting the pos(Berger & Sijmons 2010: 89) Besides the projects that include rather small- sibility of a good marriage between them, and rather trust in the combiscale urban agriculture, we have been tracing a type of landscape architec- nation of the machine in an urban environment including all the gothic
ture that inspires us to believe in new resilient landscapes and their value fantasies that evolve from that. The modern tendency towards “a world of
to landscape services. We have labelled these new landscapes by address- useable or calculable objects ‘ready-at-hand’ […] obliterates a sense of mystery in nature and mankind” (cited by Ebbatson 2009). We therefore have
ing an inherent paradox: landscape machines.
Many of these design experiments contain elements of a machine (i.e., to acknowledge the immanent downside of a combination of machines
technosphere) and a natural ecosystem (i.e., biosphere). The mechanical and landscapes. Familiar machines have put a stigma on our imaginacharacter entails predictability, production orientation, input/output ef- tion of what a machine should look like. The classic ‘hard cast’ machine
ficiencies, etc.; the natural ecosystem is what establishes the resemblance has conditioned our mental image of machines as parasites on beautiful
with a landscape. This combination is directly congruent with agricultur- landscapes resulting eventually in garbage heaps and perhaps even large
al developments over the past millennia; these are productive landscapes quantities of concentrated toxins.
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Figure 1 PM Scheme: organisation of input – initiation of the
machine – natural fuel – landscape motoric parts – succession –
diverse output

Figure 2 This student project was elected best design project at the
international Archiprix in Shanghai 2007. Other interesting landscape
machines that have won prizes are ‘generating dune scapes’ by Ronald
Rietveld (first prize, Prix de Rome 2006) and ‘hour glass’ by Mark van
Beest (first prize, Archiprix 2004).

Some principles for landscape machines
We will exemplify the relevance of landscape machines in relation to such
important issues as climate change, energy scarcity and food production,
waste treatment and the creation of complex landscape types such as islands. The interdisciplinary design and research teams involved did not
intend to design machines that could be reproduced and transported but
rather machines that were site-specific and therefore authentic.
Two main aspects can define a landscape machine: for one, its identification as ‘machine’ should be taken quite literally. These are machines
that have a certain material input and output and are driven by a critical amount of energy input. For example, in the estuaries of the southwest Netherlands landscape machines can be related to water, salt, sediments and surplus nutrients as input, and clean water, food, blue energy
and silted-up lands as output. Their fuels are solar energy, enabling photosynthesis, providing heat, and tidal forces influenced by the moon. The
rationale behind the design includes coastal defence, sustainable fisheries
and agriculture and nature development goals. (Fig. 1)
Secondly, the natural processes within the landscape machine are continuously interfering with each other and therefore affecting the type,
shape, size and position of the resulting landscape components. The landscape machine is evolving through interaction with physical, chemical and
ecological processes. Its mechanical components are natural processes or
the specific behaviour of flocks of animals that themselves are affected by
on-going events. This implies that parts of the machine may fade out or
even vanish and that new functional parts may come into being. The landscape changes, the machine changes, but the input does not change. A key

difference between conventional farmland and a landscape machine is that
succession is not prevented in the latter.
The interaction between the living components and an (artificially) introduced material input can result in a cleaning process or food production
or creation of a much more complex landscape structure, and may have an
unpredictable or unintended output. In evaluating the efficiency of this
landscape we must consider both the intended and unintended output, because this exactly defines the difference between a hard-cast machine and a
landscape machine. What may seem to be unspecified and unintended at a
certain moment may re-evolve into something relevant. This is the miracle
and efficiency inherent in natural processes, a survival strategy that results
in adaptation of the non-relevant parts into the relevant parts of processes.
For now this is only a theoretical possibility, one that should be tested and
monitored in (landscape) laboratory situations and pilot cases.
All of these landscape machines act according to an order of process.
There is a certain moment that can be considered the start or initiation.
Until a certain stage in subsequent years, the design researchers will be
able to foresee the developments that will take place and how this will affect a machine’s characteristics. They interpret this as a desired type of
development of the machine that will enhance its richness, diversity and
interactions to a degree that no intentional design could achieve. The development will follow the sequences of interacting processes (including
changes in biodiversity), optimised material cycles and increasing energy
efficiency. During the succession, all transformations are either foreseen
or should essentially be considered as a positive contribution to both the

fish

But these are not the kinds of machines or landscapes that are envisioned
by the case studies. These landscape machines are hopeful and curious
products of a sublime type of design research where events such as erosion, evaporation, photosynthesis, tidal waves, nutrient exchange, insect
and other animal keeping are the driving forces of living systems that
do not look like Victorian-age machines or any other ‘hard cast’ machine.
They must be referred to as machines because of their productivity, yet
they are neither machines with fixed parts that only produce one thing
repetitively nor are they made of metals and plastics and suchlike materials. They are made of landscape features and are driven by landscape processes, and in the meantime they produce a multitude of food products,
natural biotopes, clean air, clean soils and so on. They might resemble
parts of the Dutch landscape, which could be considered a giant laboratory to test various interventions that relate to the control of water.
The difference between the currently dominant nature-leisure landscape and a landscape machine is the priority of the latter for landscape
services not only to protect and understand nature but also to feed those
processes that sustain nature’s resilience and thereby harvest all the byproducts and spin-off effects that we need as human beings. In this way
we can both create new types of nature reserves and harvest a vast range of
(new) agricultural products. If we could stop longing for real-time landscape paintings repeating clichéd images (Crandell 1993), we could then explore new landscapes and evolutionary processes that demanded the utmost of our intellect and our biotechnological capacity to maintain and
nurture.
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functioning of the machine and the spatial and aesthetic appearances, resulting in a changing landscape. The monitoring of inputs/outputs that
are essential to the productivity of the machine will probably provide the
indicators for thresholds to judge whether or not the machine has evolved
into a landscape that is either transitory or fairly stable.
The knowledge and practical experience that is needed to study and design such machines is essentially multidisciplinary and could well benefit from accompanying experiential learning methods. No singular expert
will understand the whole process or can fully predict what will happen
in the newly initiated landscapes. Interdisciplinary vocabulary, collective uncertainty and curiosity will have to be managed if these are to produce models, prototypes and dynamic relation schemes that can be tested.
Landscape design, ecology, and engineering are involved, but stakeholders
could just as easily include livestock experts, hydrologists and plant scientists – a typical mix of the experts to be found in the life-science universities, where crossover sciences are in growing demand.
Examples of landscape machines: Dredge Landscape Park –
the story is in the soil (de Vries & Herrebout 2007) (Fig. 2)
Polluted dredge has been accumulating in the water system of the Dutch
delta since the 1970s and is causing a drainage and environmental problem. The need to take out the dredge will escalate because of climate
change and growing urbanisation. The current solution is to store the
polluted dredge in (earthwork) deposits that do not clean the pollution
but at best conceal it. In this design most of the polluted dredge will be
Journal of Landscape Architecture / spring 2011
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Figure 4 The idea for creating this machine was to separate the
dredge according to soil type and thereby according to type of pollution. A specific process can cleanse every soil type; every cleaning process needs different circumstances and timescales. The differences in
scale and time correspond with landscape types that will develop and
can be made accessible.

2 Sight lines

3 Paths

4 Mosaic

5 Sandstreet

6 Metalgarden

7 Urban areas

8 Polderpark

9 Water filter system

10 Dredge tube

11 Harbour

12 Environments

de V ries & H errebout , 2 0 0 7

1 Routes

2 new sight lines, 3 new system of paths, 4 mosaic of cleaning processes, 5 sandstreet/dunescape, 6 metalgarden, 7 adjacent urban areas,
8 polderpark/landfarming, 9 water filter system, 10 dredge tube
forest,11 temporary harbour, 12 different environments/biotopes

collected, separated and cleaned by organic processes. Within 20 years this
dredge cleaning landscape will evolve into a dredge landscape park: a metal garden, a dune landscape and a mosaic of environments. (Fig. 3)
There are three main types of pollution: heavy metals, organic pollution and a mixture of both. Heavy metals are the most difficult to treat;
they cannot be dissolved and will persist. Purification consists of separation and storage of the metals, partly by means of vegetation extraction. If
metals are bounded by peat or clay, additional salt water and oxygen can
be used for the separation process.
Organic pollution is relatively easy to clean by land-farming, spreading this type of dredge thinly over a large area. Oxygen and bacteria supplied by vegetation that is well rooted in the dredge are able to break down
the organic material. Such a process will take approximately seven years.
A mix of pollution is a challenge. If enough oxygen is added to disintegrate the organic matter, the heavy metal could meanwhile be flushed
with the residue water – something that needs to be avoided. Using a lot
of salt water could seriously hamper the vegetation’s chances to grow
well rooted. This type of pollution needs to be treated in sub-sequential
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steps using a diversified system of various types of water: salt, brackish
and fresh. This diversification can be used to express the complexity of
the system and the coinciding complexity of the natural systems that are
needed in the cleaning process. (Figs. 4, 5 )
Creating a large park is mostly a problem of finding a balance between
investment and revenue and is not unlikely to lead to an essentially undesired amount of urban development (‘red pays for green’) within the park
structure. By reducing the waterway pollution of a great many municipalities, the revenue of investing in a cleaning method that is at the same
time a public park could well be found. Another revenue is the surplus
of clean sand that is necessary to raise the unsuitable peat soils for urban and industrial development in the Dutch delta region. The resulting
landscapes are, however, not necessarily attractive in the classical sense of
a park, stereotypically featuring trees, meadows and pathways. The necessary biological, geological and ecological functions that normally dictate Dutch landscape design are now subordinated to the cleaning process, creating new types of biotopes and ecological relationships and new
sublime sensations. (Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9)

A L L I L L U S T R A T I O N S : de V ries & H errebout , 2 0 0 7

Figure 3 All the necessary components for the cleaning process can
be found in the features of this landscape. The increasingly saline
groundwater is, for once, not a problem, but a convenient ingredient
of this landscape machine. 1 connecting to existing routes,

Figure 5 The dredge of the northern Randstad, the most urbanised
region in the Netherlands, is estimated to total 12 million m3. This
amount will gradually be transported by ships to one area, to become
a ‘dredge landscape park’ near Schiphol in the Haarlemmermeer.

Figure 6 This location is not only suitable in terms of spatial organisation and necessary landscape components, it is also the location of a
design contest for ‘the park of the twenty-first century’. However, the
idea to implement such a fairly large landscape park to compensate
for the growing urban demands in the region lacks financial means.
The design contest focuses on landscape architecture by creating
parks, a theme that proved to be incredibly difficult for the contesting design firms to address. The profession of landscape architecture
seems to be at a dead end concerning parks on this scale and size in
such hard financial times. Alternatively, the proposed landscape machine does not primarily focus on a park; it creates an alternative form
of agriculture that can be made profitable.
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Figure 11 Within the research team there was agreement that the
social acceptance of future landscapes would probably increase once
inland saline nature compensation areas were allowed to be productive as aquaculture. The designers therefore decided to deconstruct
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the components of the new fish breeding technique. By this method
they could both investigate enlargements of the industrial-scale
elements and possible ways of using the natural processes and their
relationship with the historical geography and recreational potential
of Zeeland.
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Figures 7, 8 Theoretically this scale of pollution could be treated in
10 years, but it would take a large quantity of land to simultaneously
treat it this quickly, and the growth of vegetation would only suit fast
growing species. According to this densely populated area and landscape type, the designers have therefore set the time/area coefficient
to 20 years/300 h.

de V ries & H errebout , 2 0 0 7

Figure 10 Saline productive landscape seems to be the only possibility
for a large part of the Dutch delta. There is much resistance within
Zeeland society (and the regional government) against nature compensation on lands that are well suited for agrarian means. Four Dutch
parliament commissions have so far failed to address this problem effectively. Unless we focus on a combination of landscape development
and profitable saline agriculture this impasse will persist.
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Figures 9 a, b, c The intended timespan and gradual development
will call for a whole range of new kinds of rituals, relating to the
activities to continue the landscape processes – new rituals that
may be able to create new cultural impact.

Examples of landscape machines: Saline Landscapes
(Molpheta & van Wonderen 2009)
This project evolved from a classic design assignment to implement an
object in the landscape. In this case the object was a newly developed fish
farming pond in a closed cycle of food, nutrients and by-products. The
rather small industrial scale and the fact that it only consisted of one test
farm challenged the designers to expand this innovation to the scale of a
landscape machine. The given location for the project is the Dutch island
of Noord-Beveland in the province of Zeeland, which is very famous for
its agricultural land use and its relationship to the sea. The current economical situation of this province is partly based on crop farming that is

Figure 12 A new large-scale saline water system is introduced in
which saline water, pumped from the sea, first flushes through the
saline productive lakes where the aquaculture ponds are incorporated
(inner set of inlagen) and secondly passes partly to the saline crop
areas and partly to the saline nature area (outer set of inlagen). Overall, the seawater is filtered within a large system occupying the whole
landscape and then returns cleaned, back to the sea or recycled into
the pond system.

dependent on fresh water and on tourism concentrated on the western
coastlines. A contemporary and future scenario would be to adapt to the
increasing intrusion of salt water while maintaining or even increasing
productivity and profit, simultaneously with an expansion of recreational interest to other parts of the island by embracing historical features
and scenery. Conventional farming is under huge pressure and seems to
be contrary to any of these demands. There seems to be a much stronger
tendency towards nature development in combination with recreational
expansion – the nature-leisure coalition. (Figs. 10, 11)
The first design enlargement consisted of a collective of aquaculture
farms that are part of a bigger system closing material and nutrient cycles, related to the nearby sea and the fresh water catchment areas. A positive aspect of this enlargement to landscape features is the possibility
to introduce a triple dyke system containing two rows of ‘inlagen’ (low
lands buffering salt water intrusion) that both protect the land from the
sea and provide an essential component within the new production system. (Figs. 12, 13)
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Figure 13 The extension of the inlagen system provides
a continuity that accentuates this typical Zeeland coastline.
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Figures 16, 17, 18 The design research is to enlarge the double dyke
system to include fish beds between the mainland and an open fluctuating area connected to the sea. Within the fluctuating part itself,
different types of floating fishponds can also be placed, benefited by
the tidal influences. An abundance of vegetation and slick inside this
dynamic area contributes to the absorption of nutrients from the fish
ponds, creating a system almost as efficient as the initial industrialscale model, but with closed material and nutrient cycles, open to its
environmental context.
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2.

EXISTING BUILDINGS

Figures 14, 15 The resulting landscape coherence contains a multitude of potentials and provides new authentic sensations – including
the threatening sensation of the nearby sea – and introduces an alternative economic possibility.
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A L L I L L U S T R A T I O N S : M olpheta & van W onderen , 2 0 0 9

BRACKISH WATER DITCH (width: less than 10m.)

This type of new agrarian landscape can thus have six functions:
• food production with a minimum of input
• reduction and possibly even elimination of waste production
• production of various types of agrarian products:
fish, algae, cockles, ragworms, mussels, etc.
• protecting the land from water threats
• appealing to a broad audience and adapting to historic features
in the landscape
• containing new types of ecosystems and enriching local biodiversity
(Figs. 14, 15)
The second design enlargement further enhances the landscape machine
with sublime intentions. This time the landscape machine is even more
responsive to a dynamic and open system besides the regulated agricul-

tural systems within the former enlargement. The location is related to
the political discussion about nature compensation due to the shipping
routes to Antwerp articulated in the 2005 Schelde Verdrag border treaty between Belgium and the Netherlands (Vlaanderen, & Nederland. 2005). Six
hundred hectares of nature compensation have to be allocated, again causing considerable political and social upheaval. With this landscape machine, both the nature values and the agricultural demands by the owners can be met, creating a landscape that will be accessible to visitors who
seek to experience new authentic delta landscapes. (Figs. 16, 17, 18)
Discussion: the future sublime of landscape architecture research
Both the dredge landscape machine and the saline landscape machine
convincingly conceptualise and visualise a yet-unexplored combination
of nature development and agricultural production, and neither example
seeks to create a costly and almost unmanageable large park or some predetermined ecological list of biotopes dedicated to almost-extinct species.
Both designs reveal a new optimistic hands-on approach to accelerate the
potentials that are present in both nature and our century-long tradition
of enhancing natural processes. Monofunctional landscapes have proven
to be disruptive to life-sustaining processes despite the so-called ‘green
revolution’ initiated by Nobel laureate Norman Borlaug (Borlaug 1970).
We have yet to find a second green revolution that can provide for the
incredible rise in human population and cope with the inconceivable
changes in our planetary equilibrium. Landscape machines could play a
crucial role in this second green revolution because they are not monofunctional but rather many things at the same time that harvest food and
energy and process our waste while also enhancing the intricate interconnectivity of the planet’s life support systems such as forests, wetlands,
saline landscapes, floral meadows and possibly even deserts. Preserving
these landscapes is from now on not the exclusive task of nature preservation but should be part of landscape creation, which includes agriculture and its rich new routines to make the difference between harvest and
disaster.
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We should not fall into the trap of compartmentalising our environment
into leisure areas that have nothing to do with actual survival. The current nature-leisure coalition is steering both best practice and academic
reflections towards a definition of landscape architecture as being solely
perception driven and influencing human intervention only indirectly.
The result is that landscape design is more about styling an experience
than solving large-scale problems; Kerb 17 asked: Is landscape architecture dead?. (RMIT 2009) To limit landscape design to perception-based
theories that will only address people’s minds is something that has a
certain appeal and certainly connects to a great history in garden and park
design. Yet in order to design landscape machines and other living landscapes we need to focus on natural processes and develop new experiential learning techniquies if we are to grasp its cross-disciplinary character.
This certainly presents a major challenge, not only to designers and other
scientists but also to landowners who would like to participate or organisations that are willing to invest in such future potential.
Working with living materials and systems involves uncertainty and
a necessary imperfection that is both elevating and frightening, revealing a contemporary notion of the sublime. The sublime needs to be explored more profoundly – not in the classical sense of the object or image
of the might of nature but as an experiential theory that enables individuals and collectives to learn about their own conditioned mindsets and to
expand their responses and interconnectivity within a living landscape.
The conclusion of Neil Hertz relating to the psychoanalytical discourse on
the sublime is that we cannot think without reading anymore, because
it is a ‘blocking agent’. (Hertz 1985) As we interpret this, such a blocking
agent essentially prevents a sublime sensation from arising. Somehow we
have accepted a conditioning of our mind, linking thinking to reading to
remembering to citing to writing (p. 55). This means that we ourselves
do not dare to think authentically, instead always relating to what we
are reading and thus to the status of something written. We are blocking our creative authenticity by referring to others. There is at the same
time a “desire to be free while acknowledging the necessity for submission”. (Cosgrove 1999: 434) This sounds like a very frightening type of intellectual masochism.
The earliest mention of the sublime is by Roman rhetorician Longinus.
(Arthur et al. 2010) In this work the sublime was described as an experience
that could be evoked by trained rhetoric: “A proud flight, filled with joy
and vaunting, as though it had itself produced what it has heard”. (Ibid.:
VII-2) Longinus tells us how to initiate such an experiential technique
and what you can expect from the audience when a successful sublime
sensation is established. In Roman times, telling a great story or delivering a great speech was successful when the audience joined in the creative
process and was prompted to initiate equally inspiring activities. Aesthetic performance was an experiential method to multiply engagement. Very
different from the contemporary notion of aesthetics that is not intended
to arouse enthusiasm to explore the act of creation yourself. Instead aesthetics has become a high brow domain of scholars to clarify the effects of
successful art and design.
In design research we cannot but experience, time and time again, sensations that challenge our routines and teach us to reflect in a deep and
rich manner from the lessons they provide. As landscape architects we
should explore techniques that can conjure such experiential encounters.
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We should learn how to de-condition our perception to open up to original learning curves that question mental concepts by dissociated physical awareness. (Beattie 2010) The education of landscape architects should
learn to deal with ‘blocking agents’ instead of providing false security by
referring to a body of theory in landscape architecture. There is actually no such thing; we have but an eclectic collection of theory that is still
evolving. (Murphy 2005; Swaffield 2006; Thompson 2009) In other words: we
still have to define our own theory.
The landscapes that currently surround us gradually deliver what we
generally want and reflect what we can prove within our limited knowledge systems. Future landscapes depend on projected human interventions that investigate unexpected experiences to alter perception and
instinctive responses in unforeseen ways. Designers should design landscapes that challenge human beings and human collectives to allow them
to redefine nature within and beyond themselves. Without experiential
learning, we will only want what is human and exclude all the adaptive
qualities that make us part of nature.
The landscape machines that we examined in this article and that will
be developed in the future are probably best situated in problematic landscapes that provide obvious reasons to change. Both the aesthetics of the
landscape machine and the ecological impact are rather new and still unknown. In the Dutch situation this has already proven to be an unexpected factor of success for landscape development. The famous example of
the Oostvaardersplassen just north of Almere city revealed that leaving
wetlands to develop without any help for 20 years provided new biotopes
and aesthetics that were not predicted yet incredibly elevating and suitable for landscape ecological research. This type of landscape sublime is
feasible in the Netherlands and should be tested more thoroughly by developing new landscape design research programs.
We need more such landscape laboratories to improve prototypes
that are directly connected to water systems and climate influences. Paper plans only take us as far as our blocking agents allow us to go. The result will probably be that such experiential designs become – temporarily or permanently – chaotic and fussy. There will have to be less affinity
for artificially controlled or anthropomorphized compositions. (Hellström
Reimer 2010) Changing compositions challenge human appreciations and
conditioned perceptions of what is beautiful and what is not. It is the authenticity of change that matters, and we humans have to adapt to this
change through introspection on our way of perception and physical response: the farmer’s way.
Some might think that we have to design beautifully; others know that
we have yet to discover what really gets us going. Within designed landscapes, evolving landscape machines can have their place. Even if landscape architects do not yet have the clients that ask them to design such
new types of landscapes, should they wait? Of course not, they should inspire and initiate and reach out to the general public, ahead of their time
by a guided tour through their very own landscape laboratories.
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